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Bhutan and the Internet went crazy over it. In the photos you can see the baby monkey sitting in a sling. It is no different from any other baby monkey who has a relative grab its leg and prevent the sling from falling. Since social media has its own time zone, the pictures have been posted across the globe in about 24 hours. There are hundreds of images of the baby monkey and the most of them are of
pretty terrible quality. Others are just grainy photos, so it’s hard to tell what the monkey is doing, although we can get an idea of it’s cheeky expression from the photos. The Bhutanese government have started an investigation to find the photographer who took the photo. The government is calling the monkey the ‘country’s symbol’. The photo is being credited as the first of its kind, and it’s being called

a monkey selfie. The photo has been shared almost two million times, so we are guessing there is a lot of interest in a cute photo of a monkey. Although, we are not even sure if it is a real monkey, or it is a photo of a real monkey in a fake sling. I don’t think it is a monkey, but I do think it’s an interesting photo. It was shared yesterday (Wednesday May 6 82157476af
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